Abstract

The question our lab at NYU is asking is "How might people in the future communicate with each other in everyday life, as computation and display technologies continue to develop, to the point where computer-mediated interfaces are so ubiquitous and intuitive as to be imperceptible?" To address this, we are combining features of Augmented and Virtual Realities. Participants walk freely around in physical space, interacting with other people and physical objects, just as they do in everyday life. Yet everything those participants see and hear is computer-mediated, thereby allowing them to share any reality they wish. A combination of wireless VR, motion capture and 3D audio synthesis simulate the experience of future high resolution contact lens and spatial audio displays.

To interact with this environment, we have created Chalktalk, a casual interface for sketching ideas in VR, as on a chalkboard, while also containing many paths for hand drawn sketches to seamlessly morph into software mediated diagrams, 3D objects, and simulation components, which can all then be used together. Sketches can be introduced in any order, without the requirement of a visible GUI. Participants in our environment make animated drawings in the space between them.

Our vision is that in the future, people will freely combine verbal and visual description. Natural language itself will evolve to incorporate gestures for creating animated visuals. In the course of every day conversation, people will literally draw their ideas in the air.
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